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Tadao Ando’s new design icon

Specially designed for Carl Hansen & Søn

Chichu Art Museum, Tadao Ando

Tadao ando

EVERY PIECE
COMES WITH
A STORY

When you choose a piece of furniture from Carl Hansen & Søn, you
are bringing a story into your home. Each and every piece of our
furniture has a story to tell: About the furniture designer’s unique
design. About the materials and how they are processed. And
about the craftsmanship mastered by Carl Hansen & Søn for over a
century. Craftsmanship is our contribution to the story. We hope
that you will pass on the story. This is why we produce furniture.

Acclaimed Japanese architect Tadao Ando bases his work on a
strong personal design philosophy that joins Japanese architecture and Western modernism.
Ando describes himself as having been strongly inspired by
Danish design culture. In line with the Scandinavian design
philosophy, his style is minimalistic and innovative with a focus
on functionality. The architect has expressed great respect for
Hans J. Wegner’s design approach and has frequently used
Wegner’s furniture in his architecture projects. The Dream Chair
was inspired by Wegner’s furniture and produced together with
Carl Hansen & Søn, whose tradition of craftsmanship fulﬁls
Ando’s demands for perfection.

Tadao Ando’s tribute to Wegner
creates a space to dream
Danish craftsmanship meets Japanese design traditions in Tadao Ando’s Dream Chair – a lounge chair
inspired by the Japanese architect’s desire to encourage people to take time to dream.
The culmination of a close collaboration between Tadao Ando and the furniture experts at Carl Hansen
& Søn, the Dream Chair is a tribute to Hans J. Wegner – the master of chair design. The project has
pushed the boundaries of three-dimensional plywood, resulting in a sculptural and comfortable lounge
chair created using a single material. The chair’s unusual floating expression naturally attracts attention. Its simple lines and exacting design are reminiscent of Tadao Ando’s architecture, while the organic curves and expansive surfaces imbue the unique shape with ample space for personal reflection.
These contrasts make the Dream Chair both a manifestation of and counterpoint to Tadao Ando’s design philosophy.

The Dream Chair is a unique lounge chair conceived to bring character to any room.
Here, the Dream Chair is pictured in oil-treated oak with upholstery on the front and an adjustable
neck support in leather.

The Dream Chair in oil-treated oak without upholstery and an
adjustable neck support in leather.
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The Dream Chair is available in oak or walnut without upholstery, or with fabric or leather upholstery on the front, as well
as an adjustable neck support.
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The Dream Chair in oil-treated walnut without upholstery and an adjustable neck support in leather.
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